
 

 

Measure for Measure 

‘Who is it that hath died for this offence? – Isabella  

To what extent does Shakespeare present ideas about life and death as tormenting and 

problematic in ‘Measure for Measure.’ 

Shakespeare’s problem play, ‘Measure for Measure’ written in the seventeenth century, 

explores notions of life and death. Shakespeare’s theatre, The Globe, is at the centre of life 

with the entertainment it brings, whilst being surrounded by death as an audience crosses 

London Bridge lined with the severed heads of traitors. Shakespeare seems to portray the 

dual nature of life and death reflected in these surroundings in his play, depicting the 

anguish of life through the plight of Claudio and Isabella; death as an enigma by character’s 

avoidance of it and that it can viewed as a means of escape when life becomes unbearable. 

Although with the play’s denouement Shakespeare appears to encourage his audience to 

strive to live as no character aside from Ragazine dies in the play. 

Shakespeare highlights the torment of life as characters suffer from injustice. In the Duke’s 

soliloquy in verse, he comments that ‘in this life lie hid more thousand deaths, and yet 

death we dear.’ He draws attention to the contradictory nature of the human psyche as life 

involves various moments of metaphoric death in the form of suffering that an actual one 

should not be viewed any differently. An instance of a figurative death is the absence of 

equity as ‘some run from the breaks of ice and answer none, and some condemned for a 

fault alone.’ Escalus highlights the injustice of Claudio’s sentence as many who have 

committed the same crime as Claudio- pre-marital sex- have gone unpunished. Isabella 

reiterates this as she rhetorically asks Angelo, ‘who hath died for this offence?’ Once again 

emphasising how Claudio seems to have been scapegoated for Angelo to exercise his 

authority: ‘tis surely for a name.’ Claudio is powerless and on death-row, forced to appeal to 

his sister. Isabella is confronted with her own dilemma- forced to choose between her 

chastity and her brother’s life, reaching the conclusion- ‘Isabel live chaste, and brother die.’ 

The caesuras, indicated by the commas fragmenting the sentence, reflect Isabella’s 

conflicted mind as she faces an unfavourable decision. Through Claudio and Isabella being 

victims of Angelo’s tyranny, Shakespeare highlights the hardship of life. 

Throughout the play, Shakespeare depicts characters shunning death, dreading the realms 

of the unknown. Claudio appears to possess an abject aversion of death, ‘spontaneously 

changing from his attitude of ‘encountering darkness as a bride…hugging it in [his] arms, ‘to 

begging his sister to accept Angelo’s proposal- ‘what sin you do to save a brother’s life, 

nature dispenses with the deed so far.’ Claudio’s initial simile of death being comparable to 

a bride can be viewed as ironic as him embracing Juliet, his wife-to-be, has figuratively 

brought his closer to death. Claudio here perhaps seemed to represent the everyday man, 

seemingly fearless of mortality, but once threatened are desperate to live. His attempt to 

persuade Isabella seems to be in desperation, but still follows a line of logic, contending that 

the sin of losing her virginity will be overlooked by the magnanimity of saving her brother’s 

life. His fear of dying and ‘going we know not where’ is highlighted as he exaggerates death 

as to ‘lie in cold obstruction and to rot,’ bathing in ‘fiery floods…and viewless winds.’ His 



 

 

nightmarish imagery of purgatory consisting of chaotic elements demonstrates human 

tendency to project their fears onto death. Since the afterlife remains unfathomable to 

most, attempts to understand it are much like Claudio’s artistic approach. A similar fear is 

paralleled in Barnadine, a murderer escaping death by exploiting a flaw in the legal system 

by spending his days in a drunken stupor- ‘insensible of mortality and desperately mortal’ it 

is not explicitly stated that he is afraid of dying, but his tenacity in holding onto life may 

reflect fear as he refuses to ‘consent to die.’ As characters attempt to avoid mortality, 

Shakespeare seems to indicate that it is human nature to make monsters of the unknown. 

He seems to advise a more rational approach due to the suffering experienced by those 

woeful of their demise.  

Other people in ‘Measure for Measure’ view death as means of escape- to flee from 

responsibilities and struggles in life. When Angelo’s corruption and hypocrisy are brought to 

light he retains an Old Testament view of justice, ‘craving death more willingly than life.’ 

Unable to perhaps live with the public shame of breaking the same law he exacted 

punishment against and failing to be the paragon of puritan values- ‘firm abstinence’- he 

pleads the Duke for his execution. Similarly, Lucio when the Duke punishes him ‘for 

slandering a prince’ by marrying the prostitute he impregnated, Kate Keepdown, he 

responds that ‘marrying a punk is more pressing to whipped, death and hanging. ‘Lucio 

dreads the soiling of his reputation, viewing death as a preferable sentence. From a feminist 

lenses, his revulsion to marrying a prostitute reflect the deeply misogynistic views of Vienna. 

Rather than death simply being tormenting, Shakespeare highlights that given the 

circumstance, where life insufferable, death is sought for. 

As the Duke pardons all of their crimes, Shakespeare seems to support living life to its 

fullest. The Duke renounces Claudio, Angelo and Barnadine of their sins. His decision to 

allow Barnadine to be liberated is most surprising as he can be perceived as the most 

immoral character in the play- a mass murderer refusing to atone. The Duke tells him to 

‘take this mercy to provide for better days to come,’ reflecting the forgiving interpretation 

of justice in the New Testament. The Duke seems to experience a paradigm shift of 

jurisprudence, from the vengeful judgement in the Bible’s Exodus of an ‘Eie for eie, tothe for 

to the…’ to St Matthew’s gospel that the ‘measure ye mete shall be measured to you again.’ 

This suggests that Shakespeare condones mercy, accepting the fallibility of humanity. As no 

on-stage death occurs with Ragazine’s death only reported, death itself remains a mystery. 

It seems that the Duke encourages an embracing of death as intertwined with life. In his 

earlier philosophical soliloquy, he directs Claudio to be ‘absolute for death, either life or 

death should thereby be sweeter.’ The Duke here advises Claudio that his terror is 

withholding him from an enjoyment of life or death. The looming presence of finality in the 

play mirrors the ubiquity of death experienced by a Jacobean audience, witnessing 

innumerable public executions and mutilations. Due to the inevitability of death, 

Shakespeare appears to promote a movement beyond the metaphoric shackles of a fear of 

death to living with the acceptance that life is transient.  

As Shakespeare explores the sorrows of life and our dread of the afterlife or desire of death 

in the form of escapism, he emphasises the importance of life through the Duke’s mercy.  


